This is a family community and we do not want street turned into a main street. The plans are of no benefit to Busse Road residents. **This will ruin the pristine golf course neighborhood**

**Opening up street is going to bring more traffic, not lessen congestion.**

Worst backup is at Central

Only a few periods of backup and lights can be timed differently

Possibly light by Lonnquist instead of blinking lights

Turning lane might help but all residents on Busse will lose

Center lane will not change backup much and therefore not worthwhile to rip up street and 4 lane totally unacceptable, as this would then be a main street

**Who is going to pay the millions of dollars for this project – certainly not the County or Village.**

**Our taxes will be raised and are already too high – Are you going to guaranty they will not increase?**

**Our homes will depreciate substantially (at least $50,000)**

**Homes will not be able to be sold on a 4-lane highway. Any real estate agent will agree – If you plan to proceed, we want 2 years notice to try to sell**

Trucks are already rattling houses with road farther from house. Trucks and cars do 50 mph and police do not monitor

- **who is going to monitor?**
  
  **Already unsafe for children to play out front.**

Many Busse Road residents already have had mailboxes knocked down from cars and cars have gone up on our lawns – what is going to happen when the street then comes closer to our houses?

Several handicapped, senior residents live on Busse – hearing impaired, sight impaired, mobility impaired, cognitively impaired
- Make semi-truck restricted street?
  Residential community will be turned into truck route

- Trucks will break pipes under the street (already about 60 year old clay tile) – who is going to pay for this when it happens? We already had this happen when living on Central and Village said if the pipes had to be replaced that are under the street we had to pay for it (cost could be $15,000 or more)

- Windows and foundations will not be able to withstand the shaking from trucks over time

- No one takes care of the road the way it is – Mount Prospect says County Road and the County has not been concerned with the road all this time
  Who will plow and repair?

- Noise pollution – how will this help residential community?
  We will not be able to keep our windows open at night

- Pollution – dust and car fumes – cannot open windows without inhaling this
  Pulmonary conditions and asthma victims will be highly affected
  Children do not need to be inhaling these increased carcinogens-pollutants

Road will be torn up for up to 2 years which will substantially increase this risk, and then we will still be at increased risk even after project is finished.

- Pristine trees that line our streets will need to be removed
  These add beauty to the community

This same type of plan was introduced around 15 years ago and was determined to be unsafe due to one of the houses already close to the street and widening road would go at a very unsafe distance to their home. This plan was shut down then and nothing has changed. We are requesting that this plan again be stopped.

There is also another home whose property line ends in the middle of Busse. This also remains the same and constitutes concerning issues with your plan.